Independent Study (Econ 4198-02) Class Number 18539

Instructor: Dr. Thomas R. DeGregori
Phone: (713)-743-3838
E-mail: trdegreg@uh.edu
Homepage: http://www.uh.edu/~trdegreg
Office: 209 D McElhinney Hall
Office Hours: TBA

Course Information:
Start/end: January 20, 2015-May 15, 2015

April 28, 2015 - Last day any assigned work can be submitted

Course is restricted to students taking one of my courses (not both) this semester and who need an extra hour to graduate in May or at the end of the Summer Session.

ECON 4198-02 Special Problems

ALL STUDENTS TAKING ANY INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSE FROM ME IN ANY SEMESTER WILL PRINT-OUT THE POSTED SYLLABUS FOR THE COURSE BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO ENROLL FOR IT. THEY WILL TAKE IT WITH THEM TO FILL OUT THE PETITION USING THE INFORMATION IN THE SYLLABUS AND THE EXACT WORDING BELOW.

CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN ONLY TO THOSE WHO ENROLL IN THE Spring 2015 SEMESTER.

In filling out the petition to take the course write the following:

“Taking ECON 3351– The student will read The Chlorine Revolution: Water Disinfection and the Fight to Save Lives PB by Michael J. McGuire, American Water Works Assn (September 20, 2013) and Consider the Fork: A History of How We Cook and Eat by Bee Wilson, Basic Books; (October 8, 2013) and use these books to add 15 pages to the total requirement for the two papers for the class doing the assigned topics” The papers are expected to cover the selected topic in greater depth.”
“Taking ECON 4389 – The student will read Prime Movers of Globalization: The History and Impact of Diesel Engines and Gas Turbines by Vaclav Smil, The MIT Press (February 8, 2013) and Refrigeration Nation: A History of Ice, Appliances, and Enterprise in America (Studies in Industry and Society) by Jonathan Rees, Johns Hopkins University and use these books to add 15 pages total requirement for the two papers for the class using the assigned topics” The papers expected to cover the selected topic in greater depth.”

Students taking my ECON 4389 class may search out the articles on dairy and cattle production by Judith L. Capper (sometimes listed as Jude Capper) and email the titles and URLs to me for permission to use them rather than one of the assigned book.